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ABSTRACT
Galactic magnetic arms have been observed between the gaseous arms of some spiral galaxies;
their origin remains unclear. We suggest that magnetic spiral arms can be naturally generated
in the interarm regions because the galactic fountain flow or wind is likely to be weaker there
than in the arms. Galactic outflows lead to two countervailing effects: removal of small-scale
magnetic helicity, which helps to avert catastrophic quenching of the dynamo, and advec-
tion of the large-scale magnetic field, which suppresses dynamo action. For realistic galactic
parameters, the net consequence of outflows being stronger in the gaseous arms is higher
saturation large-scale field strengths in the interarm regions as compared to in the arms. By
incorporating rather realistic models of spiral structure and evolution into our dynamo models,
an interlaced pattern of magnetic and gaseous arms can be produced.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Magnetic arms are spiral-shaped segments of enhanced large-
scale magnetic field, sometimes observed between the optical (and
gaseous) arms of spiral galaxies. They were first observed in the
galaxy IC 342 (Krause 1993) and later in the galaxy NGC 6946
(Beck & Hoernes 1996). In NGC 6946, magnetic arms have pitch
angles similar to those of the gaseous arms; they lag the gaseous
arms by 20–50◦ , so that the two spiral systems apparently do not
intersect (Frick et al. 2000). In M51, they partially overlap with the
optical arms showing an intertwined pattern (Fletcher et al. 2011).
This behaviour is opposite to what is expected of a frozen-in mag-
netic field, whose strength increases with gas density, and thus
favours a dynamo origin of the large-scale galactic magnetic fields.
It is not quite clear how widespread is this phenomenon among spi-
ral galaxies and what causes it.
Several attempts have been made to explain interarm large-
scale fields in the context of the mean-field dynamo theory.
Lou & Fan (1998) addressed this problem with a model of MHD
spiral density waves, but using rather simplified configurations of
magnetic fields and galactic rotation curves. Moss (1998) took the
turbulent magnetic diffusivity to be larger in the gaseous arms or
the α effect to be weaker. Rohde et al. (1999) assumed that the cor-
relation time of interstellar turbulence is larger within the gaseous
arms. However, weak, if any, observational or theoretical evidence
is available to support the assumptions used in these models.
From the generic form of the dynamo non-linearity, Shukurov
(1998) concluded that the steady-state large-scale magnetic field
can be stronger between the gaseous arms if the dynamo number is
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close to its critical value for the dynamo action, i.e., magnetic arms
interlaced with gaseous arms can occur in galaxies with a weak
dynamo action.
Moss et al. (2013) argued that stronger turbulence in the
gaseous arms, driven by higher star formation rate, would produce
stronger turbulent magnetic fields leading to the saturation of the
large-scale dynamo at a lower level. However, stronger star forma-
tion may not lead to stronger turbulent motions in the warm phase,
the site of the large-scale dynamo action. The turbulent velocity is
limited by the sound speed in the warm gas (∼ 10 km s−1 for a
wide range of star formation rates). Extra energy injected by en-
hanced star formation mostly feeds the hot phase of the interstellar
gas and enhances gas outflow from the galactic disc. Moreover, the
effects of the small-scale field on the dynamo could be more subtle
(Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005) than envisaged by Moss et al.
(2013).
Chamandy et al. (2013a,b) extended the mean-field dynamo
equations to allow for a finite relaxation time τ of the turbulent
electromotive force. This results in dynamo equations that admit
wave-like solutions and thus might produce magnetic arms in a way
reminiscent of how a spiral pattern is produced by density waves.
However, the wave-like behaviour turns out to be insignificant for
realistic values of τ . If the α effect is stronger in the gaseous arms, a
finite τ of a realistic magnitude can produce magnetic arms lagging
by (30–40)◦ behind the respective gaseous arms, similar to what is
observed in NGC 6946.
Most of the above models use a rigidly rotating spiral, and
thus only produce non-axisymmetric fields near the corotation ra-
dius, because of strong differential rotation of the gas. This is at
odds with observations showing radially extended magnetic arms in
some galaxies. Such a feature can be reconciled with more modern
theories of spiral structure, where the spirals can wind up or can be
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due to interfering rigidly rotating patterns (Chamandy et al. 2013a,
2014b). Kulpa-Dybeł et al. (2011) observed a systematic drift of
magnetic arms from the gaseous arms in their numerical model
with an evolving spiral pattern. These results suggest that magnetic
arms should be studied in a broader context of diverse spiral pattern
models.
A simple, natural and direct effect of the gaseous spiral arms
on the mean-field dynamo was suggested by Sur et al. (2007) who
found that dynamo action is sensitive to galactic outflows. This
links the dynamo efficiency directly to star formation rate which
is confidently known to be higher within the gaseous arms. In
the Milky Way, OB associations that drive gas outflows concen-
trate in spiral arms (Higdon & Lingenfelter 2013). The H I holes
caused by hot superbubbles and chimneys, and the vertical flows
driven by them, tend to be concentrated in the spiral arms of
NGC 6946 (Boomsma et al. 2008). There is also evidence for non-
axisymmetric distributions of the extra-planar H I in other galaxies,
suggesting a non-axisymmetric outflow pattern (Kamphuis et al.
2013). The purpose of this Letter is to demonstrate, using a nonlin-
ear galactic dynamo model incorporating realistic spiral evolution
models, that magnetic arms can be sustained between the gaseous
arms due to a stronger gas outflow along the gaseous spiral.
2 GALACTIC DYNAMO WITH AN OUTFLOW
Galactic outflows (winds or fountains) facilitate the mean-field dy-
namo action by removing helical turbulent magnetic fields from the
disc which would have otherwise catastrophically quenched the dy-
namo (Shukurov et al. 2006). However, as outflows also remove the
total field, the dynamo is damaged if the outflow is too strong, so
there is an optimal range of outflow speeds. In addition, other fluxes
of magnetic helicity, such as a turbulent diffusive flux, may also
help to avert catastrophic quenching. These effects are captured by
a simple, yet remarkably accurate approximate solution of the dy-
namo equations, the no-z approximation (Chamandy et al. 2014a).
This solution yields the following expression for the steady-state
(saturated) strength of the mean magnetic field B written in the
cylindrical frame (r, φ, z) with the origin at the galactic centre and
the z-axis aligned with the angular velocity Ω (Chamandy et al.
2014a):
B2 ≃ K(RU + π2Rκ) (D/Dc − 1) , (1)
with
K = B2eql
2/[2h2ξ(pB)] . (2)
Here RU = Uzh/η is a dimensionless measure of the outflow in-
tensity, with Uz the mass-weighted mean vertical velocity and h
the scale height of the dynamo-active layer. Further, η ≃ 1
3
lu is
the mean-field turbulent diffusivity, with l the turbulent scale and
u the rms turbulent speed. Rκ ≡ κ/η is the ratio of the diffusiv-
ity of the mean current helicity and the diffusivity of the magnetic
field. Denoting the gas density by ρ, Beq = (4πρu2)1/2 is the field
strength for which there is energy equipartition between magnetic
field and turbulence. For convenience we have also made use of the
notation ξ(pB) ≡ 1−3 cos2 pB/(4
√
2), where pB is the magnetic
pitch angle, and is related to the magnetic field by the expression
tan pB = Br/Bφ. Finally, D ≈ 9(Ωh2/u2)dΩ/d ln r < 0 is the
dynamo number (Ruzmaikin et al. 1988), a dimensionless measure
of the induction effects of differential rotation and helical turbu-
lence. There is a critical dynamo number Dc, such that the kine-
matic growth rate of the mean magnetic field is positive (negative)
for D/Dc > 1 (< 1). Thus, equation (1) applies for D/Dc > 1;
otherwise B is effectively zero. In the no-z approximation, the crit-
ical dynamo number is given by
Dc ≃ −(π/2)5(1 +RU/π2)2. (3)
The quantity RU is expected to be closer to its optimum
value for dynamo action in between the gaseous arms than within
them, causing the large-scale magnetic field to concentrate in the
interarm regions. To verify and test this idea, consider whether
this can occur for realistic values of galactic parameters. We de-
note with subscripts ‘a’ and ‘i’ quantities within the gaseous arms
and between them and for convenience we define the parameter
ζ ≡ 1 − RU,i/RU,a. ζ is a measure of the arm–interarm contrast
in the outflow speed; it vanishes if there is no such contrast, and
ζ = 1 if there is no outflow in the interarm regions. It is reason-
able to take ηi = ηa and hi = ha; from equation (2) for K we
then have Ka/Ki = (ξi/ξa)(ρa/ρi). The first of these ratios ≃ 1,
which leaves ρa/ρi > 1. We adopt Ka/Ki = 2 in the illustrative
example of this section, and we also set Da = Di = D. We then
obtain from equation (1) the arm–interarm contrast in the magnetic
field strength:
B2a
B2i
=
Ka
Ki
[
RU,a + π
2Rκ,a
(1− ζ)RU,a + π2Rκ,i
](
D/Dc,a − 1
D/Dc,i − 1
)
.
Figure 1 shows the contours of B2a/B2i in the (D, ζ)-plane for
Ka/Ki = 2, RU,a = 4 and Rκ,i = Rκ,a = 1. A thick solid
line shows where B2a/B2i = 1, while the B2a/B2i = 0 contour is
located at D = Dc,a ≃ −18.9. Contours for B2a/B2i > 1 are
shown dotted, and B2a/B2i = 2 traces the (D < Dc,a part of the)
D axis. The interarm critical dynamo number Dc,i is shown by a
dashed line. The dynamo is supercritical in the interarm regions
(D/Dc,i > 1) and the interarm saturated field exceeds that in the
arms (B2a/B2i < 1) for the shaded region of the parameter space of
Fig. 1.
Note that concentration of magnetic field in the interarm re-
gions becomes more likely with increasing ζ. Raising RU,a causes
|Dc,a| to increase, shifting the contours to the left and enlarg-
ing the region of (D, ζ) space that satisfies the above conditions
(Dc,i|ζ=1 = −(π/2)5 ≃ −9.6 is not affected). On the other hand,
the effect of changing the ratio Ka/Ki is just to relabel the con-
tours so, e.g., halving Ka/Ki causes the contour B2a/B2i = 1 to
become B2a/B2i = 0.5, making the condition B2a/B2i < 1 easier
to satisfy.
We see then that a larger value of the magnetic field in the in-
terarm regions compared to that in the arms is possible for realistic
dynamo parameters. Note that the mechanism is most effective for
dynamo numbers close to critical, large ratios of the arm/interarm
outflow speeds, and large (in absolute terms) outflow speeds in the
arms. Thus, magnetic arms can be displaced from the gaseous ones
in galaxies with a relatively weak large-scale dynamo action. We
now put these ideas on a firmer footing by considering a more de-
tailed numerical model.
3 GLOBAL GALACTIC DYNAMO MODEL
With the velocity and magnetic fields split into the mean and fluc-
tuating parts, U+u and B+b respectively, the induction equation
averages to (Moffatt 1978)
∂tB =∇× (U ×B + E) , E = u× b , (4)
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Figure 1. Contours of the arm-interarm contrast in magnetic field strength,
B2a/B
2
i , in the (D, ζ)-plane for Ka/Ki = 2, RU,a = 4 and Rκ,a =
Rκ,i = 1. Contours are drawn with a spacing of 0.2; those with B2a/B2i >
1 are shown as dotted lines. The dashed line shows Dc,i. In the shaded
region, the dynamo is supercritical in the interarm regions, and the large-
scale magnetic field is stronger in the interarm regions as compared to in
the arms.
with ∂t ≡ ∂/∂t and E the mean electromotive force (bar denoting
ensemble averaging) that solves (Blackman & Field 2002)
∂tE = τ
−1(αB − η∇×B − E) , (5)
where τ is the response time of E to changes in B, u and b.
The α effect is written as the sum of kinetic and magnetic con-
tributions, α = αk + αm, with αk ≃ l2Ω/h (Krause & Raedler
1980), and (Kleeorin et al. 2000; Subramanian & Brandenburg
2006; Shukurov et al. 2006)
∂tαm = −2ηE ·B/(l2B2eq)−∇ ·F , (6)
where F is the flux density of αm and the remaining notation is
introduced in Section 2. For τ → 0, equation (5) reduces to the
standard expression E = αB − η∇×B.
The advective and diffusive helicity transport giveF = (U −
κ∇)αm; it is reasonable to expect κ = O(1)η. Limited numerical
experiments suggest κ = 0.3η (Mitra et al. 2010), and κ = 0 is
included to explore the parameter space.
We solve equations (4)–(6) numerically using the thin disc ap-
proximation (Ruzmaikin et al. 1988) and the no-z approximation
(Subramanian & Mestel 1993), proved to be adequate in galactic
discs (Chamandy et al. 2014a), which approximates the derivatives
of B in z by suitable ratios of B to h, but retains the derivatives
in r and φ. The equations are solved on a polar grid of 200 × 180
mesh points in r×φ, with Br = Bφ = ∂αm/∂r = 0 at r = 0 and
r = R, and Br = −Bφ = 0.05Beqr(1−r2)e−r/R and αm = 0 at
t = 0; the results are not sensitive to the specific form of the initial
conditions. |Bz| can be estimated from the condition ∇ ·B = 0,
and turns out to be negligible for r > 1 kpc, where the thin disc
approximation is valid.
We use l = 0.1 kpc, u = 10 kms−1 (Beck et al. 1996)
and the Brandt rotation curve, Ω = Ω0/
√
1 + r2/r2ω; Ω0 ≃
127 kms−1 kpc−1 and rω = 2kpc yield Uφ = 250 kms−1 at
r = 10 kpc. The ionised disc is assumed to be flared, similarly to
the HI layer, h = hD exp[(r − 8 kpc)/rD] with hD = 0.5 kpc
and rD = 10 kpc (Kalberla & Dedes 2008; Westfall et al. 2011;
Eigenbrot & Bershady 2013; Hill et al. 2014), but we also consider
models with a flat ionised layer to confirm that this affects our re-
sults insignificantly. The equipartition field is assumed to vary with
r as Beq = B0 exp(−r/R), R = 15 kpc (Beck 2007). The az-
imuthally averaged mean vertical velocity U0 = 3 kms−1 is taken
to be independent of r, consistently with Uz ≈ 0.2–2 km s−1 of
Shukurov et al. (2006). The spiral modulation of Uz , which is the
key ingredient in the model, is discussed in Section 3.1.
3.1 Models of the galactic spiral
Two models of spiral structure and evolution are explored; they
are chosen so as to be broadly consistent with the modern under-
standing of galactic spirals (Dobbs & Baba 2014, and references
therein). Both spiral models have trailing gaseous arms imple-
mented via an enhanced mean vertical velocity Uz = U0U˜(r, φ)
in the arms, where U0 is the velocity amplitude and U˜(r, φ) pre-
scribes its spatial variation. For simplicity, parameters other than
Uz do not vary with φ in these models. Model I, has two superposed
logarithmic spiral patterns that rotate rigidly at distinct angular ve-
locities Ωp,1 and Ωp,2. Here U˜ = max[1+ǫ cosχ1+ǫ cosχ2, 0],
with χi = ni(φ − Ωp,it) − ki ln(r/R). We generally take ǫ =
1 but try other values as well. The inner spiral has two arms,
n1 = 2, with the corotation radius rcor,1 = 6kpc (giving Ωp,1 ≃
40 km s−1 kpc−1), and the outer one is three-armed, n2 = 3, with
rcor,2 = 7kpc (Ωp,2 ≃ 35 km s−1 kpc−1). We choose k1 = −3,
producing the pitch angle p = tan−1(n/k) ≃ −34◦ of the inner
spiral, and k2 = −6, so that p ≃ −27◦ in the outer region, with
p < 0 corresponding to a trailing spiral. A similar model is used
in Chamandy et al. (2014b); motivation for the parameter values
adopted can be found there and in the references therein.
Model D has an evolving two-armed pattern with a variable
pitch angle 1 d(cot p)/dt = −Ωp and U˜ = 1 + ǫ cosλ, where
λ = 2{φ − Ωp[1 − ln(r/rc)](t − t0)}, Ωp ≃ 31 km s−1 kpc−1
(so rc = 8kpc), and ǫ = 1. At t < t0, the disk is axisymmetric
and the dynamo is already in a steady state; the spiral pattern is
turned on from a ‘bar’ configuration at t0 = 10Gyr. (Winding up
spiral arms are indeed found in simulations.) The spiral’s amplitude
is modulated by exp
{−[log(r/r0)]2/(2w2)} with r0 = 6.5 kpc
and w = 0.2. We have explored variations on this model to al-
low for a range of effects: (i) the amplitude truncated at r > rc
to account for the ‘forbidden’ region around the corotation radius,
(ii) r0 increasing with time at a speed 10–20 km s−1 to approxi-
mate a travelling wave packet, and (iii) varying the amplitude in
time as in the swing amplification mechanism. Since none of the
modifications had a large impact on the magnetic pattern, we only
present results from the simpler model.
4 RESULTS
Steady-state solutions presented here are obtained at t ≈ 10Gyr
for U0 = 3kms−1, ǫ = 1, κ = η, and τ = 0 unless stated oth-
erwise. The top panel of Fig. 2 shows magnetic field strength in
Model I normalised to the equipartition value Beq at r = 0. The
field strength is close to Beq near the centre (red–yellow colour)
and smaller at larger r. The magnetic field configuration varies
with the beat period of the two spiral patterns. The configura-
tion of Fig. 2 is chosen arbitrarily, but the discussion is valid for
all times in the saturated regime. The field is axisymmetric near
the centre but magnetic arms (blue) emerge near the corotation
radii of the patterns (dotted circles), interlaced with the gaseous
(enhanced Uz) arms (black contours). This is more evident in
1 See equation (6.78) of Binney & Tremaine (2008). The negative sign on
the right hand side is included here because we define trailing spirals to
have p < 0.
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Figure 2. Large-scale magnetic field at t = 10Gyr in Model I, an interfer-
ing spiral pattern model. Top: relative magnetic field strength B/B0, where
B0 = Beq|r=0. The corotation circles for the inner and outer patterns are
shown dotted white, the gaseous spirals are shown with black contours at
Uz/maxφ(Uz) = 0.5 (dashed) and 0.4 (solid). Bottom: the degree of
non-axisymmetry δ = (Bφ − B
(0)
φ )/B
(0)
φ .
the lower panel of Fig. 2, where the degree of non-axisymmetry
δ ≡ [Bφ−B(0)φ (r)]/B(0)φ (r) is shown, with the superscript denot-
ing the azimuthal wave number, m = 0 for the axially symmetric
part of the field (we note that Bφ generally dominates over Br for
the models considered here). The magnetic arms, here in white–
yellow colours, are rather strong, |δ| 6 0.6, but localised within
a few kpc of the corotation region. It is worth mentioning that the
large-scale magnetic field is found to be concentrated in the inter-
arm regions even for a simpler spiral model that consists of a single,
rigidly rotating pattern, but in that case magnetic arms are found to
be weaker and less radially extended.
As shown in Fig. 3, Model D (shown for τ → 0) also pro-
duces fairly strong (δ = 0.3–0.4) magnetic arms interlaced with
the gaseous ones, but extended in radius with pitch angles similar
to those of the gaseous spiral. Such a situation is quite close to what
is seen in NGC 6946. The degree of deviation from axial symmetry
varies with time as the spiral winds up. Fig. 4 shows that the max-
imum value of δ first increases with time for models with τ → 0
(solid) and τ = l/u (dashed), and peaks a few hundred Myr after
the onset of the spiral. Evidently, stronger magnetic arms are pro-
duced when τ is finite (Chamandy 2014); even for this case they are
concentrated in between the gaseous arms. The location of the max-
imum of δ moves outward with time, from r = 6.0 kpc (5.8 kpc)
at t − t0 = 100Myr to r = 8.2 kpc (7.8 kpc) at 500Myr for
τ → 0 (τ = l/u). This outward propagation is explained by the
Figure 3. As in Fig. 2 but for the linear spiral density wave model, Model D,
at t − t0 = 250Myr. The peak of the gaseous spiral (Uz) is shown by
a filled black contour at 0.96max(Uz) wherever it exceeds 0.1U0; the
colour scales are as in Fig. 2.
Figure 4. The evolution of the maximum degree of deviations from axial
symmetry δmax in Model D, for τ → 0 (solid) and τ = l/u ≃ 10Myr
(dashed). The magnitude of the pitch angle of the gaseous spiral (right-hand
axis) is shown dotted.
increase with radius of the local response time to the spiral pertur-
bation (Chamandy et al. 2013a).
Predictably, smaller ǫ (weaker non-axisymmetric forcing) pro-
duces weaker magnetic arms, with δmax reduced in proportion to
ǫ in Model D. Changing κ has little effect on δ but reduces B by
more than a factor of two as κ is reduced from 1 to 0, i.e., when
the flux of αm through the disc surface is reduced to that due to ad-
vection alone. The effect of changing U0 is more complicated (see
Section 2). For κ = 1 and τ = l/u, δ decreases substantially (al-
most by 40 per cent) as U0 is reduced (from 3 to 2 km s−1), while
B increases slightly (≃ 10 per cent). For the mechanism to be vi-
able, the outflow must be strong enough to affect the dynamo in the
gaseous arms, but not strong enough to suppress it globally. Our re-
sults are not very sensitive to the degree of flaring. For an unflared
disc with h = 0.5 kpc, h is larger (smaller) than the flared disc
inside (outside) r = 8kpc; this leads to a slight reduction in δ for
r < 8 kpc and a slight increase for r > 8 kpc. This finding is not
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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surprising because larger scale height translates to a more super-
critical dynamo number, and thus results in weaker magnetic arms,
as explained in Section 2.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that magnetic arms situated in between the gaseous
spiral arms can be generated when the mean outflow speed Uz is
stronger in the gaseous arms, independently of the spiral model
used. This assumption of spiral modulation of the outflow speed
is supported, to some extent at least, by observation and theory,
and its impact on the dynamo is simple and direct. In particular, if
the gaseous arms wind up as transient density waves, an interlaced
pattern of magnetic and gaseous arms can persist in a wide radial
range, as observed in some galaxies. The fact that at least some
observations can be better explained using such models of spiral
structure and evolution lends support to those models.
The mechanism proposed is most effective when the dynamo
is close to critical. If stronger magnetic fields enhance the forma-
tion rate of massive stars (Mestel 1999; Dobbs et al. 2013), leading
to stronger outflows, the dynamo could be self-regulated to remain
near critical. In any case, our tentative prediction is that galaxies
with higher star formation rates, and hence stronger outflows, are
more likely to possess magnetic arms in between the gaseous ones.
Indeed, the galaxies in which interarm magnetic arms have been
identified are found to be gas-rich (Beck & Wielebinski 2013). We
intend to extend our models to include the three-dimensional struc-
tures of the disc and outflow and observationally constrained pa-
rameter values for specific galaxies.
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